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Abstract—Semi-fragile watermarking is robust to mild
modifications but fragile to malicious attacks. To achieve
this goal, we use a watermarking system which exploits the
features of human visual system (HVS). We can classify the
nature of the attack by analyzing the number of nonextractible blocks statistically under the proposed method.
Experimental results show that the proposed method is
robust to unintentional modifications while is fragile to
malicious attacks, such as JPEG compression 60% and less
(where 100% is maximum quality).

1. INTRODUCTION
Alteration of documents can occur by non-malicious
modification or can be intentional attacks. The so-called
unintentional or innocent alterations typically arise from
modifications such as bit errors during transmission and
storage, or signal processing operations such as filtering,
contrast enhancement, sharpening, and compression.
Intentional or malicious alterations, on the other hand, are
assumed to be due to an explicit forgery attempt by a
pirate for the purpose of removing the document’s
watermark [1].
In recent years, many semi-fragile watermarking
systems have been proposed. The technique in [2] is
applied to 64-by-64 blocks in the spatial domain, and is
especially sensitive to smoothing processing and is
computationally one of the most complex algorithms. The
technique in [3] is applied to 4-by-4 blocks in wavelet
domain, and is weak against most signal processing
operations. The technique in [4] is applied to a pair of 8by-8 blocks in the DCT domain, and is very fragile against
all signal processing attacks except for JPEG compression.
The technique in [5] is applied to the whole image or 64by-64 blocks units in the spatial domain, and it is the
weakest of all algorithms against any signal processing
manipulations. The technique in [6] is applied in spatial
domain, and is considered to be the most robust algorithm
against JPEG compression. The technique in [7] are
applied to 8-by-8 blocks in the DCT domain, and it can

withstand signal processing operations except for
histogram equalization and smoothing. The technique in
[8] are applied in groups of 8-by-8 blocks in the DCT
domain, and it is very fragile with respect to signal
processing operations. Nakai et al. [9] improved Kundur et
al. [3] method, and Maeno et al. [10] improved Chang et
al.[4] method. Lin et al. [11] is robust against almost all
non-malicious signal processing operations except
smoothing.
Although many semi-fragile algorithms have been
proposed, they can not completely classify the nature of
the modification. In this paper, we can classify the nature
of the attacks and compared to the result of Lin et al.
method [11], which is a representative semi-fragile
watermarking technique.
The rest of the paper is organized into the following
sections: Section 2 describes the proposed algorithm,
including the human visual system, watermark
construction, watermark embedding and watermark
detection. Experimental results and conclusions are given
in Section 3 and 4, respectively.
2. SEMI-FRAGILE WATERMARKING
We suggest a watermark construction and embedding
method using the just noticeable differences (JND) visual
model that was proposed by Watson [12], and a
corresponding detection method using wavelet transforms.
Although JND has been used in image-adaptive
watermarking, our method is distinct because the
watermark construction itself used JND and embedding
strength is image adaptive. Research on semi-fragile
watermarking often does not address the importance of
watermark construction itself.
2.1 Human Visual System
In the proposed paper, we make a watermark using a
threshold unit which is often called “just-noticeable
differences,” or JND [12]. Originally the JND scheme has

been applied in the image compression field. Recently, the
JND scheme has been introduced as an adaptive
watermarking technique [13].
Let Jijk be a threshold (JND), the values making
method is described as follows:

J ijk ! eijk / mijk

(1)
where eijk is (i,j)-th quantization error in the k-th block
is given by eq. (2) and mijk is (i,j)-th contrast masking in
the k-th block is given by eq. (3).
Each image block of size {8,8} is transformed into its
DCT, which we write cijk is (i,j)-th DCT frequency in the
k-th block. Each block is then quantized by dividing it,
coefficient by coefficient, by a quantization matrix qij. The
quantization error eijk in the DCT domain is then
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Fig. 2 shows the original image X, watermark W
composed of Wk, and watermarked image Y. Observe that
the watermark is distributed in all area of the image.
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where tijk is (i,j)-th luminance masking in the k-th block
is given by eq. (4) and wij is a constant value equal to 0.7.

tijk ! tij ( c00 k / cˆ 00 )aT

(4)
where tij is (i,j)-th frequency sensitivity is given by qij/2,
c00k is the DC coefficient of the DCT for block k, !00 is the
mean value of luminance (1024 for an 8 bit image), and aT
is a constant value equal to 0.649.
2.2 Watermark construction
First we construct a watermark, Wk, where 1! k !t and
t is the number of total blocks (t=M/8*N/8, an original
image of size M ! N), from a pseudo-random floating
point sequence consisting of an array of 8-by-8 numbers,
Gaussian distributed with average 0 and variance 1,
R={rij}, -3! rij !3, i=1,2,…,8 and j=1,2,…8. Fig.1 shows
the creation process of the watermark. We find the JND
threshold value of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of
R, C=DCT(R), using eq. (1). The portion of the DCT for
which C is less than J=JND(C) is set to zero. The
watermark is constructed from the inverse DCT (IDCT) of
this.
2.3 Watermark embedding
In the proposed method, an 8-by-8 watermark is
inserted in the spatial domain by adaptive strength ". This
is especially noteworthy in the case of semi-fragile
watermarking. We define Xk as the original image block,
of size 8-by-8; define Yk as the watermarked image block
is given by eq. (5), of size 8-by-8; define Wk as the
watermark from Fig. 1 and define " as the embedding
strength:
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Fig. 1 Watermark construction.
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Fig. 2 Original, watermark and watermarked image (PSNR:
42dB).

2.4 Watermark detection
The goal of this research is to detect the presence or
absence of the watermark on a block-by-block basis as a
way of measuring the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithms. We use the wavelet transform and linear
correlation to detect the presence or absence of the
watermark on a block-by-block basis. Each block of the
attacked image is divided into low and high frequency
coefficients by the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). The
low frequency portion is set to zero. The signal, with the
low frequency coefficient set to zero is processed by
inverse DWT (Ak). If the correlation value (corrk) is less
than some threshold T, then it is a non-detected block
(Ik=1). The detector counts the number of non-detected
blocks in the image, and this number (S) is used to
estimate if the image modification was malicious or nonmalicious.
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for various attacks. With the Lin et al. method, it is
difficult to determine the malicious attacks, because the
image with non-malicious attacks has many non-detected
blocks. However, our method clearly shows that the
malicious attacks are those with JPEG compression 60%
and less.

Experimentally, we found T=0.001 to be best in the
sense of classifying JPEG compression 0 60% as
malicious, and 70% as non-malicious.
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the watermark
detection and counting a non-detected block. In our
experiment, if S . 40 in the attacked image, then regard it
as malicious attack (see Table.1).
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Fig. 4 Lin et al. method (the white blocks mean non-detected
watermark blocks)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this paper, we consider the following list of
manipulations as examples of non-malicious attacks [1].
We expect that our algorithm should find a low number of
non-detected blocks in images with these alterations.
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3 Additive Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 35 dB.
3 Mild compression, for example up to 70% JPEG.

In this paper, JPEG compression
a malicious attack.

0 60% is considered

We considered the blocks with a non-detected
watermark, in Fig. 4 and 5 the corresponding block is
marked white; Fig. 6 plots the total number of such blocks
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Fig. 5 Our method (the white blocks mean non-detected
watermark blocks)

The objective is to get a low number of non-detected
blocks in non-malicious attacks and a high numbers of
non-detected blocks in malicious attacks; this is our
method’s result as in seen in Fig. 5.

TABLE 1. THE NUMBER OF WHITE BLOCKS (NON-DETECTED WATERMARK BLOCKS)
Attacks

Intention*

Median filtering
Salt & pepper noise
Histogram equalization
Sharpening
Low pass filtering
Gaussian noise
JPEG(100)
JPEG(90)
JPEG(80)
JPEG(70)
JPEG(60)
JPEG(50)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M

*

Lin et al. method
# of nonDetected
detected block
Intention*
M
402
M
127
N
30
N
27
M
447
N
21
N
18
N
12
M
66
M
94
M
252
M
156

The intention of attacks: malicious attack (M) and non-malicious attack (N)

Table 1 shows the number of blocks whose
watermarks could not be extracted using Lin et al. and our
method against 12 attacks.
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Fig. 6 Lin et al. method (+) vs. Our method (!)

4. CONCLUSION
As shown in the experimental results, we can
determine the nature of attacks by counting the number of
non-detected blocks. This paper found that our method is
more robust to non-malicious attacks and more fragile to
malicious attacks, compared to the Lin et al. method.
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